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Abstract

We present a measurement ofπ−/π+, K−/K+ andp̄/p from p + p collisions at
√

s = 200 GeV over the rapidity rang
0 < y < 3.4. ForpT < 2.0 GeV/c we see no significant transverse momentum dependence of the ratios. All three rat
independent of rapidity fory � 1.5 and then steadily decline fromy ∼ 1.5 toy ∼ 3. Theπ−/π+ ratio is below unity fory > 2.0.
The p̄/p ratio is very similar forp + p and 20% central Au+ Au collisions at all rapidities. In the fragmentation region t
three ratios seem to be independent of beam energy when viewed from the rest frame of one of the protons. Theoretic
based on quark–diquark breaking mechanisms overestimate thep̄/p ratio up toy � 3. Including additional mechanisms fo
baryon number transport such as baryon junctions leads to a better description of the data.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.

PACS: 25.75.q; 25.40.-h; 13.75.-n
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1. Introduction

The ratios of particle production in hadronic inte
actions are important indicators of the collision d
namics[1]. By comparing large and small system
over a wide range of phase space, one can add
both reaction mechanisms in simpler systems and
properties of hot and dense nuclear matter in large
tems. A thorough understanding ofp + p collisions
at ultrarelativistic energies is necessary both as in
to detailed theoretical models of strong interactio
and as a baseline for understanding the more com
nucleus–nucleus collisions at RHIC energies. Soft p
ticle production from ultrarelativisticp + p collisions
is also sensitive to the flavor distribution within th
proton, quark hadronization and baryon number trans
port. Extensive data exist near midrapidity, but les
known about the forward rapidity region where fra
mentation and isospin effects are important.

In this Letter we present measurements of li
particle charged hadron ratios fromp + p collisions
at a center-of-mass energy of

√
s = 200 GeV as a

function of rapidityy = 0.5 ln((E + pz)/(E − pz))

and transverse momentumpT, and make a compar
son with similar BRAHMS results from the 20% mo
central Au+ Au collisions at the same energy. W
show that thep+p and Au+Au results on pion, kaon
and proton like-particle ratios are consistent over th
units of rapidity, in spite of the expected large diffe
ences in dynamics between these systems.

In p + p collisions at RHIC energies two ma
mechanisms for particle production are expected
midrapidity the Bjorken picture[2] predicts that parti-
s

cles will be formed mainly from string fragmentatio
yielding values of antiparticle-to-particle ratios clo
to unity. At forward rapidities, close to the beam rap
ity (yb = 5.3 at

√
s = 200 GeV), cross-sections are i

stead known to be dominated by leading particles
projectile fragments (the fragmentation region). T
means that the conservation of charge and isospin
become increasingly important for particle product
as one approachesyb. The present data onπ−/π+,
K−/K+ and p̄/p show that inp + p collisions at√

s = 200 GeV there is a midrapidity region exten
ing out toy ∼ 1.5 where the particle ratios agree wi
the Bjorken picture. Above this point the ratios start
decrease, indicating the onset of fragmentation reg
physics. Shifting the ratios by the beam rapidity a
comparing to lower energy data, we find a broad rap
ity range where ratios of like-particle production a
independent of the incident beam energy when view
from the rest frame of one of the protons (limitin
fragmentation[3]).

The traditional quark–diquark breaking picture
a p + p collision fails to reproduce baryon transpo
in available midrapidity data, which has been tak
as evidence for several additional mechanisms be
ing important at higher energies[4–7]. In this Letter
we provide a comparison of different model pred
tions with experimental data, which, especially aw
from midrapidity, provides new constraints for calc
lations. We show that the commonly used event g
erator PYTHIA [8] does not reproduce the ratio
antiproton to proton production seen in the data at
rapidity, while the additional hypothesis of a bary
junction within the HIJING/B[9] model yields a good

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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agreement with both the magnitude and rapidity
pendence of the observedp̄/p ratio.

2. The analysis

The data presented in this Letter were collec
with the BRAHMS detector system during 200
BRAHMS consists of two movable magnetic spe
trometers and a suite of detectors designed to m
sure global multiplicity and forward neutrons[10]. In
addition, eight rings of plastic scintillator tiles we
used to find the collision point and provide a min
mum bias trigger[11]. To reduce the contribution o
background events valid hits in the outer three rin
were required as part of the offline analysis. Us
a GEANT simulation with the HIJING event gene
ator [12] as input, it was estimated that this trigg
setup saw 71± 5% of the 41 mbp + p total inelastic
cross-section. Spectrometer triggers that required
in several hodoscopes were used in each of the
spectrometers to enhance the event sample ofp + p

collisions with tracks. For this analysis data taken
nine angle settings with respect to the beam were u
ranging from 90◦ to 3◦ and yielding a rapidity cover
age of 0< y < 3.4 for pions.

Identification of charged hadrons (π , K, and p)
was done primarily through time-of-flight measur
ments. Tracks having a measured inverse velo
(β−1) within a ±2σ band of the theoretical value fo
the appropriate momentum and mass, were sele
for analysis. In the forward spectrometer where p
ticles in general have higher momenta, identificat
was also provided through the recorded radius i
Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector, and via mom
tum dependent cuts in the response of a thres
Cherenkov detector. The details of the particle id
tification and analysis methods used are similar
those described in[13,14], but because of the lowe
particle yield our time-of-flight calibration is wors
than for Au+ Au. This mainly affects the midrapid
ity spectrometer, which only has time-of-flight sy
tems. For the present analysis a separation ofp/K

up top = 2.6 GeV/c andK/π up to 1.6 GeV/c was
achieved here.

Charged particle ratios were measured by divid
transverse momentum spectra, normalized to the m
imum bias trigger. By measuring positive and nega
,

Fig. 1. Particle ratios vs.pT aty = 0 (solid circles) andy ∼ 3 (open
circles). The lines show the result of fitting a constant to the d
over the indicated range. The shaded area shows our estimate
systematic error.

particles at the same angular setting but with oppo
magnet polarities, most corrections for geometrical
ceptance and detector efficiencies cancel out.Fig. 1
shows the resulting like-particle ratios as a function
pT at the extreme measured rapidities ofy ∼ 0 and
y ∼ 3. Within our statistical errors there is no si
nificant dependence onpT. The ratios were therefor
fitted to a constant over apT range matching the lim
its of our acceptance (seeFig. 1). For most settings
this range was 0.5 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c, varying by
< ±0.5 GeV/c for the different spectrometer angles

The ratios have been corrected for particle absorp
tion and in-flight decay as discussed in Ref.[13]. In
addition corrections were applied for antiproton a
sorption in the spectrometer trigger slats, which
moved∼ 10% of thep̄ yield at p < 1 GeV/c, drop-
ping to∼ 5% atp = 2 GeV/c. Primary particles were
selected by requiring the tracks to point back to
beam line, with an achieved resolution ofσ ∼ 0.7 cm.
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Forπ−/π+ andK−/K+ a 3σ cut was used, while fo
p̄/p a 2σ cut was set to further eliminate knock-o
protons from the beampipe. Since the spectrome
have a small solid angle the effects of feed-down fr
weak decays are not large and tend to cancel in
ratios[14]. Thep̄/p ratio is exceptional since it is sen
sitive to the evolution with rapidity of theΛ/p ratio.
To estimate the upper limits of this effect, a GEAN
simulation with published STAR data fromp + p col-
lisions y = 0 [15] as input has been used. Taki
Λ/p ∼ 0.5, assuming a constant behavior with rap
ity and thatΛ̄/Λ ∼ p̄/p ·K+/K− (see, e.g.,[16]), the
feed-down fromΛ andΛ̄ were found to cause a n
increase ofp̄/p at all rapidities. At midrapidity the
possible contribution is< 5%, and at forward rapidity
< 10%, within our acceptance.

3. Particle ratios vs. rapidity

Fig. 2 shows the resulting ratios of antiparticle-t
particle yields as a function of rapidity (left pane
Two independent analyzes were performed. By co
paring these, and by varying both the rapidity andpT
intervals, and the cuts on the particle identification a
projection to the interaction point, our point-to-po
systematic errors are estimated to be< 2% for pions
and protons, and< 3% for kaons. Ratios from mea
surements with different magnet polarities allow
to investigate systematic effects from geometry a
normalization. The combined residual systematic
certainties from these effects and from the absorp
corrections are found to be< 5%.

For all three ratios inFig. 2 there is a clear midra
pidity plateau and subsequent decrease with rapi
The midrapidity values of the ratios areπ−/π+ =
1.02±0.01±0.07,K−/K+ = 0.97±0.05±0.07 and
p̄/p = 0.78± 0.03± 0.06, consistent within statisti
cal errors with values extracted from identified parti
spectra reported by STAR[17]. Numbers at other ra
pidities are given inTable 1. At midrapidity, proton
and antiproton production from quark–antiquark pa
can be assumed to be identical. Proton excess, de
as(Np −Np̄)/(Np +Np̄), is therefore due to the tran
port of baryon number from the initial beam. Ourp̄/p

ratio would in this interpretation imply a proton exce
at

Fig. 2. Left: charged particle ratios fromp+p at

√
s = 200 GeV (solid points) compared with Au+Au [13] (open points), and predictions from

PYTHIA [8] (solid histogram) and HIJING/B[9] (thick dashed line). Right: ratios shifted byyb , compared with data from NA27 (triangles)√
s = 27.5 GeV[19].
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7%

Table 1
Numerical values for charged particle ratios as a function of rapidity. Errors are statistical only. In addition a combined systematic error of
for π−/π+ andK−/K+ , and 8% forp̄/p is estimated

Rapidity π−/π+ Rapidity K−/K+ Rapidity p̄/p

0.0 1.02± 0.01 0.0 0.97± 0.05 0.0 0.78± 0.03
0.5 1.00± 0.01 0.4 0.94± 0.04 0.4 0.76± 0.03
0.9 0.99± 0.01 0.7 0.85± 0.04 0.6 0.74± 0.03
1.0 0.97± 0.01 0.8 1.00± 0.04 0.7 0.74± 0.02
1.2 0.95± 0.01 1.0 0.92± 0.04 0.8 0.78± 0.03
1.7 1.00± 0.01 1.5 0.93± 0.03 1.2 0.75± 0.02
2.2 0.94± 0.01 2.1 0.78± 0.05 1.8 0.54± 0.03
3.2 0.90± 0.01 3.0 0.61± 0.06 2.0 0.45± 0.05
3.4 0.85± 0.03 3.1 0.60± 0.06 2.7 0.34± 0.04

2.9 0.29± 0.09
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of 12% at midrapidity, carrying baryon number th
has been transported from the beam region aty = 5.3
[4]. We note that it has been shown (see[18]) that
one may need to correct for isospin effects before g
eralizing these results fromp + p to hadron–hadron
collisions, due to the presence of neutrons.

At y � 1.5 the Au+ Au ratios for the 20% mos
central collisions reported in[13] are noticeably simi-
lar to the present results. Abovey = 1.5 the pion ratios
in p + p start to drop below those for Au+ Au and
consequently below unity, while the kaon and pro
ratios remain consistent with the Au+ Au results over
our entire acceptance range. This is surprising in v
of the different dynamics one might expect for the t
systems. A heavy ion system has multiple initial co
sions as well as significant rescattering and may re
thermal equilibrium before freezeout occurs, while
significantly smallerp + p system should not interac
much beyond the initial reactions. For all three spec
the ratios start to decrease abovey = 1.5, indicating a
transition from the string breaking dominated regi
at midrapidity to the fragmentation region. The dr
in the pion ratio at high rapidity can be attributed
isospin and charge conservation in the fragmenta
region, an effect not seen for Au+ Au where the high
pion multiplicity drives the system towards isosp
equilibration.

The right panel ofFig. 2 shows the present da
and data from NA27 at

√
s = 27.5 GeV [19] (open

triangles) shifted by the respective beam rapidit
Overlaying the two datasets the ratios appear to be
dependent of the incident beam energy when view
from the rest frame of one of the protons, in the
gion where our rapidity coverage overlaps with th
of NA27. This is consistent with the idea of lim
iting fragmentation that has also been observed
charged hadrons in nucleus–nucleus collisions[20].
This hypothesis states that the excitation of the le
ing protons saturates at a moderate energy, lea
more available kinetic energy for particle producti
below the beam rapidity. We also note a transition
behavior aty − yb ∼ −4, indicative of a boundary be
tween the midrapidity and fragmentation regions. B
low this, at RHIC energies we observe a region of c
stant relative particle production that was not pres
at

√
s = 27.5 GeV.

4. Predictions from models

To interpret these results further, predictions fr
theoretical models of hadron–hadron collisions
confronted with the data. The curves in the left pa
of Fig. 2compare our results to the predictions of tw
such calculations, PYTHIA Version 6.303[8]1 and HI-
JING/B [9], using the samepT range as the prese
analysis. Both models give a good description of
pion data and for kaons at midrapidity, but do not
produce the magnitude of the decrease with rapi
seen forK−/K+ as the rapidity approaches that of the
fragmentation region. Also, PYTHIA clearly overes
mates thep̄/p ratios. This is a well-known problem
since PYTHIA employs only quark–diquark brea
ing of the initial protons, while several authors ha

1 PYTHIA version 6.3 is at the time of writing still labeled a
‘experimental’, but we find no difference in the results between
version and the latest in the 6.2 series.
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pointed out[4,5] that to describe stopping at midr
pidity in high energy hadronic collisions one nee
an additional mechanism to transport baryon num
away from the beam rapidities.

Based onp + p data from the ISR it has bee
proposed that other mechanisms than quark–diq
breaking, e.g., destruction of the diquark, can tra
port baryon number over a large rapidity range[7].
Subsequently a description was formulated of
baryon transport process as arising from gluonic
grees of freedom, with an additional transport com
nent slowly changing with incident energy[4]. This
can lead to a significant netbaryon content at midra
pidity. Also, data from HERA[21] show a baryon
asymmetry, defined in lepto-production as 2(Np −
Np̄)/(Np + Np̄), that is significantly different from
zero. This indicates that baryon transport over 7 u
of rapidity is indeed possible. Together, these th
ries and observations form the basis for implemen
the baryon junction[4,22]. This mechanism allow
for easy transport of baryon number toward mid
pidity, while energy balance is maintained through
increased production of forward mesons. The bar
junction scenario, incorporated as a model predic
in the HIJING/B event generator[9], has success
fully predicted the slow

√
s dependence of thep + p

and p̄ + p cross-sections[4]. In Fig. 2 the dashed
lines showing the HIJING/B prediction for̄p/p at√

s = 200 GeV, exhibit a much better agreement w
the data than PYTHIA, both in terms of overall ma
nitude and the width of the distribution.

In Ref.[23] a baryon junction extension to a quar
diquark breaking model of particle production is su
gested. It is shown that it is possible to describe bar
stopping inp + p and Au+ Au collisions using the
same parameters for the baryon junction couplin
but with different parameter values for SPS and RHIC
energies. For RHIC, this leads to a prediction t
the shapes of the rapidity distributions forp + p and
Au + Au will be similar for |y| � 2. The similarity
shown here of̄p/p in p+p and Au+Au up to|y| < 3
supports this prediction.

5. Particle ratio excitation functions

The present data allow for an extended study of
excitation function of the particle ratios around mid
Fig. 3.
√

s dependence of particle ratios aty = 0 (closed symbols)
andy ∼ 1 (open symbols). Circles are the present data, errors
statistical only. Also shown arep + p data from ISR (squares) an
NA27 (triangles)[19,24]. Solid lines: PYTHIA prediction forp +p

aty = 0. Dashed lines: same fory = 1. Dotted line in bottom panel
HIJING/B prediction forp̄/p at y = 0.

pidity. In Fig. 3the present data aty = 0 andy ∼ 1 are
shown, together with fits to ISR data[24] from p + p

collisions in the range 23<
√

s < 63 GeV. Where
possible the fits have been made over the samepT
range as our data, the notable exception being thep̄/p

ratios aty = 1 where the ISR data cover 2.0 < pT <

4.0 GeV/c. Points from NA27 at
√

s = 27.5 GeV are
also shown. Both at midrapidity and aty = 1 the ratios
depend logarithmically on

√
s, but the slope of this de

pendence is steeper aty = 1. At lower energies ther
is a significantly larger fraction ofK− and antiprotons
at y = 0 than aty = 1, but this effect is much smalle
at RHIC energies. This again indicates that at RH
there is a midrapidity source that is almost free of ne
strangeness and baryon number.

The solid and dashed lines inFig. 3 show the pre-
diction for the particle ratio excitation function from
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PYTHIA at y = 0 andy = 1, respectively. At midra
pidity the ratios are well reproduced at all values√

s, except for thep̄/p ratio at RHIC energies, bu
at y = 1 the K−/K+ and p̄/p do not seem wel
described at lower energies. The dotted line sh
the prediction forp̄/p from HIJING/B aty = 0, re-
producing the result at

√
s = 200 GeV but under

predicting the results at lower energies. For pio
and kaons HIJING/B reproduces the PYTHIA curv
shown.

6. Ratio correlations over three units of rapidity

For nucleus–nucleus collisions at ultrarelativis
energies it has been observed that almost all par
production ratios can be reproduced by a grand can
ical model description of the emitting source, i.e., w
temperatureT and baryochemical potentialµq as in-
dependent parameters[25]. The strange quark chem
ical potentialµs is fixed by conservation of strang
ness[26]. In such an approach antiparticle-to-parti
ratios are controlled by the light and strange qu
fugacities,µq/T andµs/T , respectively, predicting
e.g.,

(1)K−/K+ = e2µs/T e−2µq/T = e2µs/T (p̄/p)1/3.

For an ideal quark–gluon plasma one can exp
µs = 0, a condition that is difficult to achieve for
hadron gas[27]. The analysis in Ref.[13] on data from
Au + Au collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV showed tha

one can parametrize the kaon and proton ratios at
ferent rapidities as a power law:K−/K+ = (p̄/p)α ,
with αAu+Au = 0.24± 0.02. Expressing this in term
of chemical potentials givesµs ≈ 0.28µq for Au+Au
collisions.

Fig. 4shows a similar analysis based on the pres
data, where theK−/K+ ratios have been interpo
lated to the same rapidities as thep̄/p data. A power
law fit to the present points gives an exponent
αp+p = 0.32±0.04, withχ2/NDF= 1.22.Fig. 4also
shows the corresponding results forp+p collisions at√

s = 27.5 GeV at rapidities 0< y < 3.5, and midra-
pidity data at ISR energies[19,24]. The ISR results
are consistent with the power law fit to our data, wh
the

√
s = 27.5 GeV data seem to follow a differen

trend.
Fig. 4. Correlation betweenK−/K+ and p̄/p at different rapidi-
ties from the present data and data at lower energies. The
show grand canonical model calculations for the limit of vani
ing strangeness chemical potentialµs = 0 (dashed) and for a con
stant temperature of 170 MeV with unit strangeness saturation[28]
(solid).

The solid line inFig. 4 is the prediction of a gran
canonical calculation for a constant temperature
170 MeV[28]. This curve gives a good description
our Au+ Au data, as well as lower energy heavy i
results. Fory < 2.0 thep + p data are also consiste
with this curve, but at more forward rapidities they f
below it. Ideally forp + p collisions one would use
microcanonical approach in order to exactly conse
quantum numbers in each event. Such a descriptio
being developed, e.g., by the authors of Refs.[29,30],
but they also show that theK−/K+ and p̄/p ratios
change by< 4% when going from the canonical to th
microcanonical description.

The limit of a canonical ensemble can be reac
from a grand canonical description by letting
chemical potentials approach 0. Ine+ + e− colli-
sions such a canonical approach has been succe
in describing particle ratios[30], but this does no
imply that such collisions constitute an ideal quar
gluon plasma. Rather it may reflect properties of
hadronization process. In the above grand canon
approach, a power law exponent ofα = 0.33 implies
thatµs = 0 (see the dashed line inFig. 4and Eq.(1)).
The fit made to the present data suggest that this is
case for all covered rapidities inp + p collisions at√

s = 200 GeV.
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7. Conclusions

In conclusion, the BRAHMS experiment has me
sured ratios of charged antihadron to hadron prod
tion fromp+p collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV. All ratios

are independent of transverse momentum within er
for pT < 2.0 GeV/c. For kaons and protons we fin
an overall consistency with results from Au+ Au col-
lisions at the same energy over three units of rapid
The π−/π+ ratio falls steadily below the Au+ Au
results fory = 2.0–3.4, as expected from conserv
tion of initial charge and isospin. When viewed fro
the rest frame of one of the protons all ratios se
to be independent of the projectile beam energy o
a range of at least one unit of rapidity. Models ba
on quark–diquark breaking of the initial protons gi
a reasonable description ofπ−/π+, but cannot de-
scribe ourp̄/p ratios unless additional mechanism
of baryon transport are invoked. Introducing a bary
junction scheme to provide additional baryon transp
to midrapidities yields a good description of ourp̄/p

data over our full coverage of 0< y < 2.9.

Note added

After submission we have learned about a mid
pidity analysis similar to the one presented here, m
by the PHOBOS experiment[31]. Their result forp̄/p

at y = 0 is somewhat higher than ours, but within e
rors the ratios reported by PHOBOS are consis
with the ones presented in this Letter.
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